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Small Semi Automatic Washing Machine  

 

The small semi automatic washing machine’s five 

features to solve your laundry troubles. Original 

quality motor, elution can be separated, 5.0 kg 

capacity, High rib anti winding wave wheel, simple 

and clear panel. The washing space is large, 

clothes can be fully stretched and washed, and the 

clothes can be washed more cleanly. 

 

 

 

Product Description 

We insist on offering good quality generation with very good business enterprise concept, 

honest income as well as best and fast assistance. it will bring you not only the premium 

quality product or service and huge profit, but probably the most significant is usually to 

occupy the endless market for Wholesale Price China Small Semi Automatic Washing 

Machine, We welcome you to join us within this route of creating a affluent and productive 

company with each other. 

 

Wholesale Price China Small Semi Automatic Washing Machine, If any product meed 

your demand, make sure you feel free to contact us. We're sure your any inquiry or 

requirement will get prompt attention, high-quality items, preferential prices and cheap 

freight. Sincerely welcome friends all over the world to call or come to visit, to discuss 

cooperation for a better future! 

 

The small semi automatic washing machine’s five features to solve your laundry troubles. 

Original quality motor, elution can be separated, 5.0 kg capacity, High rib anti winding 

wave wheel, simple and clear panel. The washing space is large, clothes can be fully 

stretched and washed, and the clothes can be washed more cleanly. 

 

Moedel: XPB50-2008S(52GS) 

Wash Capacity: 5.0 Kg 

Spin Capacity: 2.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 250 W 

Spin Power: 150 W 

Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

Product Size: 625*385*700mm 

Packing Size: 645*405*720mm 
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N.W./G.W.: 11.2/13.0 KG 

MOQ/40HQ Container: 370 PCS 

  

Product Features 

1. The small semi automatic washing machine washing space is large, clothes can be 

fully stretched and washed, and the clothes can be washed more cleanly. 

 

 

2. Original quality motor, double motor, double heart. Strong and good heart, stable 

performance, powerful and durable. Bottom noise laundry, energy saving, low 

consumption, strong power, stable operation. 

 

 

3. The small semi automatic washing machine is eluting, separating, and quickly 

drying. The barrel rotates at high speed to produce air flow and dry the water in the barrel 

to prevent mould from producing and no peculiar smell. 

 

 

4. Clear panel, easy to operate. Washing is no longer difficult for parents. Washing and 

dehydration time can be set freely. The small semi automatic washing machine have 

washing timing, function conversion, dehydration timing. 

 

 

5. The small semi automatic washing machine details show the quality, and are carefully 

designed for you. Corrosion resistant box, simple knob, external cutting handle, safe and 

durable base, insulated plug. 

 

 

6. 20 years of quality manufacturing, can work at any time according to the set time, wash, 

relax at any time. 

 

 

7. The small semi automatic washing machine have ten washing modes, one more choice 

for clothes. 

 

 

8. The small semi automatic washing machine has humanized portable, everywhere 

manifests the detail, the care meaning, brings the surprise and the convenience to you. 

 

 

9. The small semi automatic washing machine has transparent cover design makes the 

washing process clear at a glance. 
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FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 
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Yes, we can. 

9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 


